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'
. With terrifying force, Winter unleashed
itself on the state of Ohio last week" in a
. blizzard that Gov. James A. Rhodes called '
- "the greatest disaster ; in Ohio history."
- Across the state, factories, businesses, and
schools were shut down as 80 MPH winds
: swept over the area, drifting already large
accumulations of snow. : ,
In Wxjster, the storm hit early Thursday
morning and closed down the --city within
hours. At 6:30 Mayor Roy PStype declared
.' a local state of emergency and urged all
business and institutions (including Hhe
College of Wooster) to remain dosed, and
asked that all persons remain home. Not
long afterwards, the high winds blocked
many of the roads leading out of the city,
making "travel . to k and' from Wooster
- impossible. Early in the morning a portion of
: the roof from the Ramada Inn was torn away
and scattered over the deserted downtown.
When Rhodes declared a "state of
emergency,." National Guard troops were
' activated for snow removal and to help
. rescue would-b- e travelers from their buried
vehicles. 1 housands were without heat and
electricity, some for several days. i- -'
.. - On Friday, because --the storm had not
abated --and thousands were still digging
- themselves out, President Carter declared a
federal state of emergency.; The National
Guard and the U.S. Army operated 40
-
helicopters throughout Ohio to carry the
injured; evacuated " the stranded and to
deliver needed supplies. :T v: ; -
- Nearly 15,000 homes were then without
heat and electricity, and thousands of
- motorists were still stranded in the drifting
snow and freezing road - surfaces. On :
Thursday alone, 5700 '. motorists ; were
rescued from - their hopelessly stuck
automobiles. - ; , '.. " . -- .
Even the following day, Saturday, 3500
' National r Guardsmen and volunteers
worked . to hand-shov- el snow from
roadways and to reach more stranded
drivers. The final tolls of the "killer storm"
included at least 31 deaths, a cost of $25
million in state money for snow removal and
' rescue "operations, and losses as great as
$48 million to Ohio farmers,
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Students were given a two day vacation last week when a major blizzard ctruck the Midwest. Thousands of
motorists were stranded, many homes were without electricity, and virtually all business and institutions
i i
VOICE Becomes Burden For Jerry
hu Doua Pinkham
t We've all heard that through rain, or
snow, or sleet, or dark of night the fellow
who's supposed - to make his appointed
rounds will never be kept from them. Well,
forget it. You see, Jerry didn't make it,, and
the . WOOSTER VOICE didn't hit the
newstands at all last week. Jerry did manage
to hit a few things himself, though but most
Compton Hall Scene of Blaze
Compton Hall --was the scene ' of
Wooster's first dorm fire of the term last
Friday afternoon. The fire, which started
from an unattended coffeepot, brought
three fire engines and required the help of
security. w- - -- ; .". .' ' ' - "
The fire occurred on the second floor,;
spreading from the coffeepot itself to the
curtains and window frame. The blaze was
out in a .matter of minutes, but smoke
persisted throughout the dorm for over an
hour: Wooster "City Fire Department
dispensed the smoke by the use of fans
placed at the windows. Due to the fan's
efficiency, the second floor was ready to
accomodate its inhabitants in less than sixty'
"
-- minutes time. ' ;v ' " ;
- Say's room occupant Ann Kasserman,
"We feel really lucky because it could have
been a lot worse. It --had the potential to
damage everything" in the room."
Roommate Lorraine Wilder adds "...We
uro niit nf the room at the time. Without
the alertness of our hallmates, the fire could
have gone unnoticed for quite some time."
Holder. Sells Posies
This coming Wednesday and Thursday,
: February 8th and 9tlv Hokten Hall is
sponsoring a carnation sale." Residents of
Holden will be in both Lowry and Kittredge
for lunch and dinner to run the sale. Each
- carnation will cost 75 and will be delivered
to your "sweetie" on Valentine's Day.
Different color carnations will be sold, each
with a special meaning and message
attachedr- - ' : " '- -'V'4 .'-RE- D
- "I love you" :. - -- :
PINK - "Let's meet" '
YELLOW - "You're strange" . ,
PURPLE "I want your body". ; .
WHITE - "Have a nice day" r
and BLUE : write your own message
of them were cars or other stationary
objects that he couldn t see through tne
snow.
It afl started at 6:00 a.m. on Thursday
morning when Jerry Burden, the VOICE'S
Transportation Coordinator, left Wooster
to deliver the paper to our printer in Akron.
He took off down route 585 .through
Smrthville, when the ice and snow started to
pile up all around him. "There were cars
stuck everywhere, and they all had their
flashers on." says Jerry. "But I couldn'tsee
any of them until I was five feet away."
His first landing place was a hill on 585
where the freezing slush and drifting snow
drove-hi-m off the roadway. Fortunately.
Deputy Sheriff Gene. Rhodes of Rittman
(remember that name) came by in his police
cruiser and pushed Jerry back onto the
road. "Then I decided to keep going in that
direction, and eventually I pulled into the
-- Posthouse Restaurant. I figured 1 could
make a phone call there or at least find a
place to stay until it stopped snowing." The
restaurant, needless to say, was not open
for business; however, there was a phone
booth, or at least the top half of a phone
booth, nearby.
Jerry then discovered another problem-h- e
had no money. But he did find a quarter
' on the dashboard and proceeded to wade
. through the snow over to the phone booth.
After tunnelling his way in and depositing his
only coin, he found out that the phone was
dead. So much for phone calls.
AnitatoA nA a hit diroiiraad- - Jerrv aot
into the car and decided to head back to
Wooster. When he had crept south on 585
for a few miles, he discovered another
snowdrift and embedded himself in it. "I
stuck my head out the window and put the
car in reverse. I wanted to make sure that
nothing was there." What happened? Well,
he hit a panel truck "sitting right behind me
with its flashers blinking."
Jerry got out of his car, fought his way
over to the panel truck, and looked backed
his car, "I was only four feet away and I
couldn't see a thing. I reached out and felt
the trunk of my car, and then felt my way
over to the driver's window in the truck. 1
talked to the driver for a minute and we
decided that I probably didn't do. much
damage. But we really had no way of
knowing since we couldn't see anything."
Back to the car, Jerry un stuck himself
. and continued on towards Wooster. Then
he saw a disabled police car, with Deputy
Sheriff Gene Rhodes of Rittman lying in the
backseat with a blanket over his body and a
shotgun at his side. "You're not going to
make it back to Wooster," the Sheriff told
Jerry, and Jefry agreed. Then they climbed
back into Jerry's car and headed for
Rhodes' home. , .
"We got halfway there, but I got stuck in
an ire drift again. I couldn't even open the
front door." Across the road was another
car, also hopelessly consumed by the snow,
continued on poge 6
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-- We present the second in our guest Editorial series, by Debbie Buettner,
".Chairperson of the Student-Facutty-Administrati- on Relations Committee.
v-
- by Debbie Buettner ' -
; T. As Chairperson of the Student, Faculty, Administration Relations Committee,
- Vould like to present my view of Wooster. At present, I view of Wooster. At
-- present, I view the three groups as a trianale with somewhat rounded edges. For
i'.this situation to improve, this triangle must become a circle. We must keep in June
!' mind though, that there is no such thina as a Derfect circle. With this comes the "
J realization that conflicts and problems arise, due to human nature. Allowing
'for these, we can work for a more community minded group. I must emphasize
that these three groups, in becoming
.
one community, must each keep its
f individuality. . U ' ' ,'
about one another; to become a unified community where people know each
other as people. "' -- . .
.
'.- -
In becoming a place apart, as President Copeland hopes for Wooster, we must
keep one thing in mind. Wooster, as a place apart, must not become isolated
from the rest of the world. In my eyes, a place apart is a unified community.
D du veinm ' Posts Avcj oflabEe
Applications for next year's
Administrative Intern Program are still
available in the Dean of Students office. The
nternship appointment, which runs from
August, 1978 until June 15, 1979, is open to
ill Wooster seniors who will graduate in
Interns wiD perform two duties, serving
both as assistants in College administrative
departments and as . Residence Hall
directors. All interns, as Residence Hall
directors, - will be, rpsnonsihlo fnrOne of the first steps towards this circularcpmmunity is the utilization of the coordinating a residence staff, formulating
lines of communication. These lines are presently open but few rarely take dorm programming, and peer counseling,
.advantage of them. How many students take the time to stop in a professor's Administrative responsibilities will be as
- office to say hello? How often do professors eat in the student cafeterias? How fo,lows:
many times.have students gone over to Galpin to find out who an administrator
is? How often do these administrators make themselves visible?. All in all, how J Intern " th Dean of Students Office
well do we know one another as people? Students, invite your professors to joirr on or ,wo l0sit'OIB).
you for lunch. Faculty, take five minutes after an I.S. appointment to ask how H ' '- -'r'.w:
things are going for the student Administrators, come outside Galpin and into We have welcomed the molding of this
the living units. For Wooster to become a community we all must start caring Internship in the Dean s Office to suit the
various aptitudes . and interests ot the
incumbents. The result has K?en a .wide
variety of contnH --.ns and oxperiences.
Interns in the Dean's - Office have a
generalized experience involving all the
various functions ot tnat omce. Also, it is
unique in its characteristics, and yet known by those outside. If we can build this possible on a short-ter- m basis to be involved
within Wooster, then it will become not only a place apart, a community, but a with other areas of the administration. In
better place for all. When each of us goes outside this place apart, it should not addition, and often by their own initiative,
Intern in the Developmental Learning
- Center (one position). '
This Intern will: assist in diagnosis of writing
samples and reading exams; -- assist the
Directors " of the Reading and "Writing "
Programs; maintain aD records; assist in the
organization and operation of the
ReadingWriting Lab; organize and operate,
the Tutorial Assistance Program as
developed - by the Director of the
- Developmental Learning Center; assist" in
' the training of Study Skills and Tutorial
Assistance Tutors. The candidates for the --
position - should have a knowledgeable
competence in writing and a willingness to
organize systems.
.
-
Intern in Lowry Center (one position)
The person selected for this position will '
have a broad experience in working with
students and the operation of Lowry '
Centerf The Intern will be working closely
with Lowry . Center Board in - various '
capacities which require a flair for detail as
well as ideas. For example, the Intern may
be assisting with Student Entertainment
Center, Record Co-op- , Craft Center and
other Lowry Center Board committees-Oth- er
" programming - aspects of the
internship include the coordination of detail
for thematic programming such as Parents' :
feel like an escape or an adventure into the unknown. We must be able to carry Interns have engaged in special interest Weekend and Alfred E. Packer Day. The
una buiiiiiiuuiiy iccmiy vvmi ua aiiu audio n wiiu umers. -- , . Pvi' iuin, uuuin mun wiiu pn.i luie iruemsnip involvesOne last point I wish to make is that for The College of Wooster to become a a cooperative education proposal, Lowry Center and McGaw operations:
unified community, each and every one of us must do our part I have heard accomPaxed thc President on a fund-- coordinating student crews, working with
much talk but have seen very little action. Of course, there are always those few raising resear?hed an attrition study, student manager of McGaw, and budgets
UnO QKe SOmfl amnn hilt OUWU nn a ciilint rmrr.nr rs4 m4mintr9tnr -mt www 7 wmiic. swuGiii, pivicooui a i iu auiiiu nouui . assisted with the Freshman
system.
Scholar litr : m .must take it upon hisher self to help build a place apart, a unified community, of program, etc The Myers House Program Placement (one or two' positions)
'The College of Wooster.
- and the organization of a Woman's
and
Just a note: The Relations Committee has and will be seen taking action, a lot Movement on campus, all received their This' Intern shares responsibilities for the
cot KTOiv.vve nope io see eacn ot you. going your, part,, too.-- , : ..pn3inaiimipenjs as intern projects. .
ICB- - Cri iciized fexj Pi Im csi tf oin)
Dear Editor, snow, "skating" on the icy road--a- nIt was one snowy, slippery Friday night of experience similar, to walking on a tightthe winter of our discontent"; and its rope-rath-er unsuccessfully (for I fell down
weather did permit the students of the six times), I finally arrived at the destination;College of Wooster only to attend a college the Mateer Auditorium. My journey,
movie. Wading through the two-fee- t of . adventurous, dangerous and courageous as
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rj;t
imnlAtrtAmtimM rnrv Jiiiiiininat.vii ui uwr various , Lrrofunctions, bpecilic duties include organizing
editing the newsletter, assisting students in : "..
developing job-seeki- ng skills, reviewing
literature for thr rocrvi ma ISirani -
it was, was ruined by a sign on the door developing and presenting seminars for V;
saying that the movie was sold out for the students regarding careers and the world of
niaht. It was snowv. sliooerv. and winterv work. The Intern can also become inunluoH
Friday night, a week later. Once again, my in individual career counseling, meetinq withjourney became futile, and many students employers and campus recruiters, T
became disappointed by the same sign. It developing and presenting seminars for
was a snowy, slippery, wintery Saturday academic departments, and initiating new
night, the following night. And again, there research- - and other career development
..
was a sold-o- ut sign, which turned a mere projects. .
mild disappointment ot the students to an-- y ; . -
anger, passionate, bitter, fiery, cursing and Intern in Admissions Office (one position)
' '' 'condemning. -
; Their anger was obviously not directed to This intern will: conduct campus interviews;
their bad luck but to the LCB. Although the read folders and help with admissions
LCB should be criticized for showing such decisions; assis with on-camp- us programs
turns, m the Mateer Auditorium, whose tor prospective students; help coordinate --
sitting-capacity is much to be desired. What overnight visits of prospective students; do
purpose do those films serve if they are to be some limited travel; handle routine ;
winy vy A 9iiu IIIM1IUKI VI pcupfc, IIK3L vw,tiiwiiw;iii,c aiiu LUIIipic lchave to stand in line for sixtv minutes before Questionnaires: DarticiDate in other oroierts
the showing time (similar to the cafeteria of assigned by the Director of Admissions,
the Lowry Center before the meal time)?
The saying that time is as precious as gold Interns are presently compensated with
still applies to many students of COW, I $420 per month, plus room and board. : ;
nruifTU. I Hn nnl ami racnn hohirvl tha Students intoroctorl in annliiitui
LCB's showing films at Mateer and not at internship for next year should contact one
laroer nlnrcnt lAhu not at Mi-Ta- ui fhat-tot- ? I Or more of It his uear's interne TVioti tn-- li iAr,- - - '
" v.wi-)vwun.n- l. . J v bh. . M m- -y uhope their reason is not that of the building's Doug Brush (Admissions), Ext. 227, Tony
reliaious atmosDhere.) " . . Cirieqio (Deans' Office) . Ext. 229r Jane
., Somehow the LCB seem' always Denovchek (LCB), Ext. 427; Wendy
disappointing us. When there is not a sold- - Galloway (CPPS), Ext. 42f9; Joanne Olson
our sign, ine quality ot tne turn disappoints ns irice;, txi. hk; Bruce shaw
us. When there b a good movie, they (CPPS), Ext. 231; and Don Snow
disappoint us with a sign: "Sorry, the rnovieDevcloprnental Learning Center), Ext. 209. '
i s sold out." If they are really sorry, why can All internship applications ; must be
they not express their apology by correcting returned to the Deans' Office by February :
sucn kuouc rrustaKe.' -- . ... . : iu. - - , -
Ahhouoh showina films at Mateer seems 1 - -
a slight inconvenience in their view, such
repetitious act of stupidity of the LCB
makes some of the COW students mad as
to voice their opinions on the LCB in a
language not with poetic beauty and not
without profanities.- - Hence, for their good, I
' bid the LCB to consider this problem
seriously. Richard W. An
Le n ten Sorvi ces
" by Alan Heck
The Lenten season begins February 8,
and Westminister Church begins its Lenten
--
. continued on page 6 ' . ' .--"
I nd ia Prdg ira en Cora tin ues
- by Mark Picrson . :.-- --
The Wooster-In-Indi- a program has been
" in existence since the 19208, when Wooster
students began going to Ewing Christian
College in Aflabhabad with transient status.
. In the early 1970's India refused to allow
students to study in the country unless they
attended school in India for several years
and get their degree there. : .. "
Last year,' however. Jean Sullivan, a
Senior Economics major, became the first
women student to go on the program by
herself. She originally wanted to study in
Taiwan, but as there were no contact people
there, she decided to go to EWC. Mr. Sinha
and Dr. SchuD assisted her and made the
necessary arrangements for her , study
.abroad. '
.
"
""
'"--
;
Jean took a Hindi language tutorial in the
Spring of last year from Mr. Sinha and then
attended Wisconsin for ten weeks to
strengthen her language proficiency. She
left on August 28th, finally arriving in Delhi
on September 1st, from there she made the
twelve hour train ride to Allahabad, which
means Abode of false gods. She was
greeted with leis from 20 people, and two
days later a tea was held for her and a
student who was leaving EWC to come to "
the U.S. --- -- :,,.., v-.- -
- While in India she stayed at the home of '
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Harper, whose son Phil
attended school at Wooster last year. When :
they left after two weeks, she was left in the
house with three servants, with whom she.;
communicated with in Hindi Her cook
taught Her how to prepare Indian food, and
as she also knew some ..English,
conversation came easier.' .
Ewing Christian College has. an v
enrollment of about 2,000 students, mostly --
commuter, and there are only men's hotels
on the campus. She was constantly warned '
to watch out for Indian men, but the only
.negative experience with them came when '
"a guy flipped out when he saw I was an
American girl and almost ran into a
telephone pole on his bicycle." Jean
especially enjoyed the cows and the buffalo r
who grazed oh the central lawn of the V
college under a very large banyon tree.
. All of her classes were tutorials, because ,
most classes are taught in Hindi and the .
academic standards are lower than ;
Wooster. Jean took Economics, Hindi, and '
Indian Phifosphy. The professors are not --;
creative, and you have to take down their .
lectures verbatum. There is no emphasis on
making you think as there is at Wooster, --
and nothing even similar to I.S. exists. Most --
students go for two years and get a B.A.
under a very strictly regimented program."
"Most college students rarely hold an --
outside job out of school They love
vacations; if they are tired of school they go
on strike and close the school down and go
home. The Indian student of today is in a
difficult situation, for he will be the one who
has to settle the present Indian conflict
between tradition and modernization. The
things they are learning are far removed
from anything their grandparents could
conceive of, and sometimes even their
parents do not have enough understanding
of what they are learning."
Jean traveled for two weeks in Mussouri,
which is up in the mountains. "I got
sunburned and my teacher freaked when he
saw me. He had never seen a sunburned
person before, and had no concept of what a
sunburn was. I also went to several villages,
Wagner-Talen- t Show Feb. 25
.
; Preparations for the Wagner Talent Show
are underway as the Third Annual Talent
Show will be held on Saturday, February
25th at 8:00 p.m. in the Cage. Sponsored by
the women of Wagner Hall, this talent event
is open to everyone on campus. Get your
friends, together, start practicing, be
creative and maybe you could win one of
two $25 prizes, one for Best Comedy Act
and one for Best Musical Performance.
Sign-up- s are - Monday February 6 and
Tuesday February 7 at lunch and dinner in
Lowry and Kittredge, with a registration fee
nf ?ct. ' . ..." ':
and I don't think Fve ever seen more flies in
one place, but I really enjoyed my travels
and meeting new people." -
.
. ' "
When she went to India she wanted to
explore Indian religion, but she was not
impressed. The average street person was
superstitious and pagan. Their religion
doesn't help them cope with change and the
forces of their living situation."
"I was impressed with the Christianity. I
saw there. It seemed to give the people an
inner peace and calm
Christians are actively discriminated against
in India, and in some provinces they are still
martyred, but this is more subtle in the
cities." .. - ..''" .
. When asked her feelings towards her
study in India, she noted that "it gave me a
lot more confidence. I made real, lasting
friendships with people from another
culture. I often remember sitting in America '
dreaming about going there, and it was great
to see that dream come true. The best part
of my experience was the people. I loved it
and I think it was one of the best things I
have ever done for my own growth and
development." "
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The Ohio Ballet treats Wooster students to ' an evening of top quality
entertainment last Thursday night.
English Speahs About Public T.V.
O
.
by Doug Pinkham
Television is a changing business, and
public broadcasting is going to change a lot
in the future ,. said Mr. Phillip English,
General Manager, of Northeastern
Education Television of Ohio, Inc., as he
spoke before a group of students in Lowry
Center Monday night. There're many
problems, most of them in funding, but still
the whole business of communication is a
wonderful business to be in.
English, who began his career in public
broadcasting as a producer for a television
station in Maine, reviewed the history of
PBS and the various methods of funding.
"Aftef the : Corporation for Public
Broadcasting was formed, and PBS was
created, educational TV really began to
move. But then Nixon came Into office, and
Nixon really hated public broadcasting."
Nixon vetoed funding increases because he
felt threatened by the media and, according
to English, "he was very willing to cut PBS
off at the knees."
English observed that the damage done to
PBS served to increase the determination to
operate a government-fre- e educational
network. "PBS did take a nosedive, but they
decided that they were to vulnerable to
pressure." PBS was then reorganized and a
new governing board was created.
In 1973, though, Nixon actually helped
public broadcasting in two ways. First,
because his support was declining. He
increased the funding for public television
"since he needed all the help he could get."
And then, added English, "Nixon also gave
us the Watergate hearings which helped out
ratings tremendously."
In response to student questions, English
explained how much federal money goes to
public television and how focal stations
make up the rest. President Carter's
proposed 1978 budget for public television
calls for an allocation of $106 million. "But
even that's still not enough. If there's going
to be more federal money, it's got to come
soon." If the federal subsidy were eliminated
altogether, says, English, about one-thir- d of
the . public television stations around the
country would go under.
Because, both technology and viewer's
tastes are changing, public television is
constantly growing (despite the financial
problems).- - Advances in video, tape
equipment, computer improvements, and
improvements in home reception of UHF
stations should contribute to increasing the
audience. "Right now, about sixty percent
of the PBS stations are one UHF channels. If
manufacturers would design sets to better
receive UHF signab, there would be a world
of difference."
English further noted that, according to
recent ' surveys; the viewing audience is
declining for commercial television. Why?
"Look at the awful programming. Parents
are beginning to speak up... Women and
Blacks are beginning to speak up about
many of the shows youU see on the air."
Meanwhile, 'the audience tor public
television is becoming larger. "About sixty
percent of households watch a PBS
program a week," English noted. "And don't
let anybody kid you, we're very concerned
about ratings."
Wooster Meets 'Adair7
s by Doug Pinkham ;
. Television news anchorman Doug Adair,
speaking before, a full house in Mateer
Auditorium Wednesday morning,
addressed the topic of The Impact of News
in the Media." In his remarks he dealt with
the responsibility of television newscasters,
the emergence of "show business"
television news, and the role of the viewer in
station programming. -
"You can't act as a judge about what you
put on the air," Adair emphasized. He noted
that the previous evening Mayor Dennis
Kucinich of Cleveland called the killing of a
striker by a plant security guard "an out and
out case of murder." Adair and WKYC-T- V
management had to decide if they should
reveal the Mayor's comments or whether
they should censor the Mayor As it turned
out, the station . felt that Kucinich's .
statement should be aired, despite the fact
that tensions were running high. "From a
competitive standpoint, too, you're tempted
to air this even i you don't want to."
. Another area of responsibility has to do
with the effect of airing a particular story on
the individual level "We have to ask
ourselves, 'With anybody who is charged
with a crime, do you have to put it on the
air? " He explained that, in some cases, a
person who is charged with a crime and
whose picture is televised over the airwaves
may have his reputation ruined in the
community. Adair related that some years
ago his station aired a story about a
marijuana arrest that involved the son of the
family living next door to him at that time.
"It's like playing God, you don't know if it's
better to put a story on the air or forget
about it."
When asked about the television news
coverage of tragedies. Adair said that
There is no need to show grief." He felt that
it is permissible to show a woman upset
about a family tragedy, "but the moment she
begins to weep, you've -- got to cut it."
Stations have gene 'too far at times in
attempting to be explicit about violent
crimes, he added.
'
.
Adair pointed out that all of local news
coverage is not show business, but also that
"there's nothing wrong vith show,
business...If you're the last ratest show in
town, management will cut back." The way
a news program is packaged --the way it
. 'flows, the story makeup, th balance-ca- n
sell a news show; and stations cannot ignore
ratings. -
. He stated that television is going through
a lot of changes currently. "We're finishing
the 'pretty boy era' in television." Many
stations have cast a young, good-lookin- g
man in the role of newscaster soley to
attract female viewers but, according to
Adair, "I just don't think that works.. .The
audience builds up a faith in people over a '
number of years-th- ey develop a sense of
trust." He admitted that his long
background in Cleveland newscasting has
aided him greatly in holding an audience.
Other factors go into putting together a
news show than simply the kind of news that
occurs on a particular day. "If we have
pictures, we put the story on the air," said
Adair. Sometimes a story may be important,
but dull visually to most of the viewing
audience.
"It bothers me that the greatest number
of people in this country turn to television
first for news.. Our role is to whet their
appetites-t- o provide headlines." He did
note, however, that television has several
advantages over the print media. Television
may be more timely, a news show may show
a major event happening the moment it
occurs. What's more, a news program, by
showing the Mayor calling a killing "an out
and out case of murder," can reveal the way
.
in which something is said. Despite these
advantages, Adair reiterated, "I could never
say that TV does a better job."
When asked about the importance of
viewer comments on programming, Adair
stressed that "that kind of feedback
develops a sensitivity that is absolutely
vital."Advertising caters to viewing
audiences, especially women from 19 to 49
years old. Changes are made as a result pf
viewer pressure, he said, "it's important f$r
you to watch the station that does the best
job... You Ve goi to let us know tyw you
feelQuilting Bee in L.C.;
A quilting bee will be held in Lowry Center
Main Lounge Wednesday, February 8 from
1 pm until 4 pm. This is sponsored by Lowry
Center Board Art Committee. Admission is
free( just bring a needle.
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different eye, and attitude, because we
came from different cultures, but that
does not mean that our point of view is
not accurate.
.The first reason for criticising the
American college students comes from
the International Dance Festival which
was held last Saturday in Lowrys
ballroom. The small participation of the
; American - students ' gives us - the(conclusion that American students are
not interested in enhancing their
cultures. Dances are culture, and the
LnnwlMioe of foreran dances offers
some knowledge of different cultures.
ITALY
Festival Disappointing
With the Eye of a Foreigner
I With that title we will have in our
publication one in a while articles which
will print how we feel about the U.S.
citizens, society and life. It is obvious
that all of us see the Americans with a
asked, Andreotti to try
again to form a new government; but this
does' not seem easy, because the
Communists and the Socialists will try to
introduce a motion of no-confiden- ce, if they
do not participate in the new government.
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American students do not want to
escape from the usual way of life during
the weekends. The Cage was open ana
several parties in the campus took their
attention. Only a few, about 7 70
Americans, thought that the Cage and
the parties will exist every weekend and
it is a unique opportunity to observe
and learn dances from all over the
world.
Only 70 Americans saw Mina
Roustayi perform Persian dances,
The Time for The "Historic
Compromise" Has Arrived in Italy
The 39th government, having ruled since'
1943, resigned in Italy last week. Premier
Minister Andeotti, the leader of. the
Christian Democratic Party, did - not
succeed in his attempt to solve the
problems of the country.
The Communist Party and the Socialist.
Party asked Andreotti to resign last week
because the two parties wanted the
Communists and the Socialists to'
participate government of Italy, and to try to
help in solving the problems.
. .
The President of the Democracy,
Giovanni Leone,
. Carol Bogard perform and teach Polkas
and Scottish dances. Only 70
American students had the opportunity
to admire Tasoula Karakasidou, Hary
Apsis, Makis Yannas .. and Gerard
Garboushian exhibiting and teaching
Greek dances. Maria Marapao with her
folk - costume was - excellent in her
performance of Hawaiian dances. Nora.
Lari, Rose Marie Sarfaty and Robin :
Stocksdale dressed with folk costumes
in Peruvian dances, Betty Solcedo in
Mexican dances, and Dave Ware in
Columbian, completed the Internation j
al Dance Festival, with dances from
Latin America. ; " -- .
The atmosphere of the Festival was
very warm and - very pleasant. The
.-
-
ballroom was decorated with posters
and flags from all over the world, and
ballons by Sergio D'Onofrio, and with -
, handwork from Japan made by Satoko
Homma. Refreshments were -- served
and American students with foreign
students had an enjoyable evening in a
climate of brotherhood. ;
We must mention Carol Bogard, an
American who is interested in foreign
cultures, studies them, and wants to
contribute her experiences to others.
Carol was the spirit of that Festival and .
we owe the success of the evening to
her. " , . -- : .
Italy Has xCompromise
If Andreotti accepts the Communists and
the Socialists in his new government then ;
the "historic compromise" will be a
realization for the first time in the history of
Communism, The "historic compromise" is
the motion in which a Communist Party
takes on official power by co-operati- ng with
a bourgeois party and participating in the
government with the other parties. . 'J.
If Andreotti does not accept the request
of the two progressive " parties,: then
elections will be the only solution for the
country. Communists, -co- -operating with";
other socialist parties, can win the elections
and form a government themselves! If that
happens then the historic time for the Euro--"
communism will arrive for Italy and for the
world. " ' - ... . . .
c.
D.
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Chilean Torture Revealed
CHILE. ', ,.r -
The sanquinary, fascist military regime of
the dictator Pinoset in Chile continues its
inhuman rule. We find in the book of the
English writer Sheila Cassidy, a very'
characteristic narration of how the DIAN(the security corp of Pinoset) works. The
narration is the personal experiences of the
writer. . :- ;
. .
v .... ;
"They undressed me, they thrashed me
and they laid me on a strange construction
which, was, like a two-roo- f bed.;-(I- t is the
torture machine which the Chilian torturers ; 1
call "parrilla" which means barbeque. See
PEACE CONFERENCE IN BEL i
GRADE .- - "
On the banks the river Savas the 35 ,
diplomatic: missions discussed .the three
. major problems which the people of Europe
.
face. . -
. .. . .."
"
L The military problems in Europe and the
problems of disnrrn.iment.
.
. .; :. . .;.
- II. The financial co-ooeratio- n. the
scientific ' co-operati- on, and' the
environmental problems of Europe. '
III. The problems of protection of human
rights, free expression, and communication
of ideas among the societies of our modern
civilization. --
.
. v
The Foreign Minister of Yougoslavia, Mr.
A in th Cellag Hill SHOP 4
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.: the drawing ot Cassidy.) 1 hey tied me on
. the "bed" and I felt a strong electric wave
- pierce my body.. .In the . second
examination, I mentioned that one of the
cables was in my uterus, and the other in a "
position of my body which would" pain"
i more..A few days later they carried me to
the prison Tres Alamos," the prison for the
; political prisonersif Santiago." '
;. These horrors do happen in Chile.. What '
do the supporters of "Human Rights" say
about them? " - v ' .
'-
- Alkis Papademetriou - ''.''-"'"-
'
"
Progress Seen in Conference
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Minits, said "for peace we should not try to
find a variety of solutions. We should notdelay, we should not stop." -- .
- This is the Will of the Fnrravn PonnU' -
because every time the two super-power- s
sit on the conferences, they try to decide the "'
future --of the others. Theu alwaus
adapt their old tactics in todays humanity,
which suffers from energy crisis, the lack of
raw materials and farninity, the tactics ofuhigh profit on the sale of arms. '-"-::
' In Belgrade, many members of thediptomatic mission wished not to hear again
the words of Molotof as they were spoken '
in the U.N.Teace in the world is dependent '
upon the USSR and the USA", (meaning of
lominuea on page 6 ; ". " .I"' 1 'mil
nil II : Jl AMII"
Flair Travoi
ConsultantG
34S E. COWMAN ST.
Goingto Europe this
summer? It's not
y: too soon to start '
planning! '7".,
l-i.CAtL- S
264-6505-
-k
- i '
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Schubert Festival Begins Tonight
i; -- C-rt- by Lisa Vickery '- -'
-- tina the liHltri anniupnuru nf rhic moat
V composer's death,' wilt begin this evenina
wiin a wue cuiu vuaaj reuuu-i- n raacKev
will be the first in a series of ten chamber
- I11U9H. (.UIK.U19 UUU. .-- WIU CAICIIU UilUUyn
; April 23, 197& : " ""-- V
:
'
. Franz Peter Schubert, whn was horn in
v-
- Vienna - m 1797, was a contemporary of
. oeeinovens aiinougn mucn younger- - Me
!
.a. ... .
.
uvea ana composed gyring tne transitional
- j penoa inai inrroaucea ine rtomannc era in
was stiD grossly underpaid by his publishers.
'-
- Like many artistic genius' he struggled to
v earn his living and his fame was not awarded
until after his death. s - . ; 1 : T--
.: naa an innate sense 01 meioay tnat snines
: through in his music. When he died in 1828
, at only" thirty one years of age he had written
, a number or symphonies. 22 rnano sonatas -
Acne is Back
:
Student-writte- n, directed, and produced.
; theatre once again returns to the Cage this j
.
Friday and Saturday as the men of Beta
Kappa Phi, First Section present "Acne", an
original play by AI George and Chris
VannorsdaH. The play centers around the --
activities of four freshmen in their first days
as a "small, liberated arts college". The
- catch is that these men have the distinct
privileges of being the only men in an all-wom- en
dorm. ... . :
.
"
c The play will be presented on Friday night '
as . part of the section's second rush
function. It win be open to the general --
campus on Saturday night for an admission
charge of only $1.00. , Tickets wfll .be .';
available at Lowry and at the door.' ; :
" BE ALL AVE
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Just North f tr Collage)
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! TQWOL
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l i. PHf" v r ""i . ; ' ft ????
"..15 string quartets and over 600 songs. Franz --
Schubert is probably most famous for his
melodious songs of which he was known to
., have written up to 8 in single day and 144 in a
. year. .;. ; --. . - . ..v.....--.- :. '
. The opening concert tonight consists of a
few of those Schubert songs, and will be
performed by two College of Wooster music .
professors. The work,: Die Schone
Mullerin or "The Fair Milleris" is a cycle of .
...
twenty songs which will be sung by Dale
Moore and accompanied by Daniel Winter.
Mr. Mooreis a voice instructor as well as the ?
director for both the Wooster Concert ,
' Choir and the Westminister Choir. . Mr.
Winter is a piano and theory instructor
.
- along with being the chairman of the
department. - '. .
'
"j-
-' r ....I ;- -;
Trie second concert in the Schubert
' Festival sequence will also be held this
weekend on Sunday afternoon at 3:00. This
.
Record Review. - ... , .";
Styx: The Grand Illusion
..
-
-
,
' " " " by Mark Pierson
" When Styx came to Wooster two years
ago, they disappointed the crowd and only a
hundred people were left by the end of the
concert. Since then, the band has
undergone : several changes, the" most
notable being the addition of southern
guitarist Tommy Shaw. - ,
The band'searly albums such as Styx II'
("Lady") were a mix, some songs being hard
rock, others a more progressive vein. With
the "release of "Equinox", the band
combined these elements in most of their
songs, with hard, driving rock lines and a
discrete use of synthesizers, similar to Pete
.Townshend's ARP work on "Who's Next."-Sha- w
was added on' the u next1 album,
- "Crystal Ball", out of which came the band's
big hit "Mademoiselle", and Styx made a
name for themselves in the rock world.
When I first heard "The Grand lUusion" I
shunned it aside as a pretentious effort and
accused the band of departing from their
traditional style. What I failed to realize was
that this album is a culmination of many
years of. experience and development of a
sound which they now can can their own.
Shaw and James Yourv) drive hard rock
lines interspersed with Dennis De Young's
synthesizer work, which- - has greatly
improved over the past few albums. ,
concert will include different pieces for
various combinations of voices and
instruments. The first piece, Der Hirt Auf
Dem Felsen, "The Shepherd on the Rock",
is written for piano, clarinet and soprano. --
The middle number of Sunday's program
Trio, Opus 99 in B-Fl-al Major. Knitm-l- y
instrumental, being for violin, cell and piano.
The concert will then include with a horn,
piano and soprano combination, Auf Dem
Strom, which means "On the Stream." Of
the eight musicians participating in this
concert, two are faculty members, two are
students of the college and four are guest
artists.' .... . -- . .
This sesquicentennial commemoration of
Schubert's death celebrates one hundred,
and fifty years of great music and offers ten .
fine concerts to be enjoyed. AH of the
chamber music concerts will be held in
Mackey Hall and are open to the public, free
of charge. :
. "Grand Illusion" is a concept album about
the search for stardom, and the emotion -
.and strain involved in this search. The
connection between songs is not in any
order; they are more or less entities in
themselves, although there is a finale at the
end which is a culmination of themes which
.
have been expressed throughout the LP. -
This album succeeds because of several
factors. First, the members of Styx provide
some of the best, clearest vocals in rock
music today, and three of them have lead
vocals on this album. Dennis De Young,
"
who has done most of the vocals in the past,
, sings only three songs this time; Of these, .
the most notable is their latest hit, "Come
Sail Away", which De Young also wrote.
James Young, who has done an guitar
VtWork in the past, cdhtinues his tradition of
singing the first song on the second side of
the album ("Miss America") as he did on
several past efforts. He has the more gut-leve- l,
driving rock voice of the band, and his
guitar playing is of the same intensity.
Tommy Shaw wrote and sang three
songs, and Fooling Yourself (The Angry
Young Man) is a tune that probably would
not have appeared on any Styx album
without his influence. Shaw gives the band a
more acoustic quality than has been
possible in the past, for it gives Young
. freedom to play lead instead of constantly
changing guitars.
"-...'-
-:''!
i --'. -'- .
. ' Phona 262 5884 Jj'.
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New Gu ita rist Leads Styx To Success
The songs on this album are well-writte- n,
and it is apparent that the band took '
considerable time in. the studio in
producing this album. I is not over
produced, howeveor in concert they do
not leave out anything. Arrangements are
'imaginative, and each member of the band
contributes ideas which help sustain the
creativity of the music The Panazzo
brothers, Chuck on bass and' John on
drums, provide a rhythm section which
drives the band's music through both
mellow and rock styles.
In sum, this has to be one of the better
albums of the year. Its success has already
been shown by making the top 20 Billboard
charts. It is a good album to listen to, as well
as one to party to. If you didn't like Styx in
"T5, you wilT how. " p. ; . . " ; .. -
Colorful Quilts Deck
Woo Student Center
The intricate and colorful wall-hangin- gs
and quilts which will be on display in the
main hallway of Lowry Center for one
more week represent the handiwork of both
the college arid outside communities.
' Jane Gilbert's hand-sew- n and hand-- --
quilted wall-hangin- gs feature such designs
.
as Goose
.
in the Pond, Ohio Star,
continued on p6g 6
ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
Vegetarian Dinners Served --
Our specials: Fresh salads
; Tacos - Egrgplant sandwiches
Aracados Soy burgers
N
Herbal teas Smoothies and juices
o We have meat, too!
Come see as at or Call us at
131 N. Market 264-476- 7
ABORTION
Hp Thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle
Akr6n's Most Experienced
Clinic
V
-
M
&4 r
ModerateJee, ADC Accepted";V
Personalized and Confidential j
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 w; Market St , :
Call Collect 0-535-6- 178
r
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ROLE OF THE OBSERVER
1) Attend meeting with ICC or ICS
(whichever is applicable) on Thursday,
March 30.
2) Meet with individual Club or Section
cabinets to review initiation schedules. '
3) Act as a mediator - if complaints come
from independents.
4) Respect the confidential nature of the
individual club or section's initiation
schedules.
5) Observe whether individual initiations are
comparable with the ICC and ISC
Guidelines. C "
6) If an observer perceives a violation may
occur or has occured, heshe should follow
this procedure: ;
a) contact the Club or Section President
andor Hellmaster or Chairman ' j.
b) contact Wendy Beatty, ICC President
or Gene Jackson, ISC President
r"
Crossword
Puzzle
Answers from
January 24...
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c)contact Nancy Orr, ICC Adviser;or
' Dwight Moore, Adviser to ISC :
d) contact Dean's Office .
e) contact Judicial Board -
0 Intervene only in the event of immediate .
".' danger
.
"
7)Write a report to be submitted to Wendy
Beatty or Gene Jackson by April 18th, .
'i978. -- .V; - .'J -- ':
.-
-
8) Observers cannot be a member of the
club or section heshe observes.
v'j ' V ; ' '- -'r;' ;
To those interested in observing the 1977-7-8
Club or Section Initiation (April 2-- 8 for
Sections, and April 5-8t- h lor Clubs):
Please submit your name and box
number and the tear-ou- t application to
Wendy Beatty Box 1135 or Gene Jackson
Box 1933 by February 11, 1978. The
observers wil be placed by The HeDweek
Sub-Committ- ee of Campus Council.
-
. Yoor.
dob?
Obwrwors (hovid bo
Gm Jodaon Box 1933 Ext. 528
or WonoV Boany Bos 1135 Ext. 426
Nooso return to on. of tho abovo by February 1 1th.
I
I
I
I
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Bibs $14.99
Fancy Jeans
Viceroy - Faded
Glory - Wrangler
Sedgefield
$14.99
N. Walnut
Mm
The VODCS-AAadelt- !
continued from page 1
together they completely blocked off route "
585. : ; ' : ' :
The two flagged down a passing driver
who drove them to Rhode's house. "Well
have vou out when the snow subsides." thev
told Jerry. The snow did not subside for
awhile, though, so Jerry spent all of
Thursday and Friday at the Sheriffs house,
watching television, reading National
Geographic, and playing "Happy Days" t
with Rhodes' children.
On Saturday they returned to the car with
a wrecker in order to tow it off the road.
"Someone had opened the door a crack and .
the wind had completely filled up the inside
the car with snow. We opened up the hood
continued from page 4
Dutchman's Puzzle, Robbing Peter to Pay
Paul, and a Variable Star and Checkerboard
Pattern. v ,
Jane, a junior from. Concord,
Massachusetts, spent from two weeks tor
several months on unsteady work toward
completing each hanging. She presented
them as gifts to friends, who lent them for
display purposes.
The quilts on display
,
include those
crafted by Rosarme Burger, of Wooster, and
those lent by Mrs. Andrew Weaver, Mrs.
Lois McCaU, and Mrs. Dutch Brandt.
Perhaps the most unusual quilt is one
fashioned by a second grade class and
stitched together by their teacher. This quilt
was given to junior Cindy Raftus, who had
student-taugh- t the class, as a high school
Westminster Activities Announced
i - continued rom-pag-e 2
season with an Ash Wednesday service at
7:30 in Mackey Han.
Every Friday during Lent,' a special
Communion service will be held at noon in
.
the Westminister Church House Lounge.
Special readings and communion will be
featured and all members of the Wooster
cornrnunhy are invited to attend.
' Rev. Otis Moss will deliver the sermon
February 12; riewiD be on campus as part of
the Black History Week celebration. During
that service, Becky Boyer will present an
interpretive dance of . James Weldon '
Johnson's "Creation", which will be read by .
Annetta Jefferson.
Students seeking involvement in major
issues will be able to voice their opinions and
decide what actions must be taken in special
discussion groups to be held February 6, 7,
9, 14 and 16 from 7:30 to 9:30 in the Church
House lounge. The decisions of the group
will be presented to the Presbyterian
Session on February 20. -
and that was filled up too. And the tires were ',
frozen to the road."
But there's still more. While Rhodes was
driving Jerry back to Wooster, he stopped
to pick up a stranded hitchiker. "We said
that the Russians were probably behind this
blizzard and that we should drop the bomb
on them to teach 'em a lesson." Jerry
started to laugh. "But then I realized that he.
was dead serious." . - - .
Well, Jerry did make it back home, and
the VOICE did come out (a week late, yes,
but it did come out) and the snow and the
wind did finally stop. But you can be sure of
one thing-tha- t's probably the last time that '
VOICE Editorial Editor Greg Stolcis loans
his car to Jerry Burden. - w
,
:
bills . On Display LC
graduation'present. ' "
.: '
Lowry Center Board Art Cornmittee will
be sponsoring a Quilting Bee on February 8
from 1-- 4 p.m. in Lowry Pit. Participants are
.
asked to bring their own needles. There will
be no charge.
Tobogganing!
TOBOGGANING at Bear Creek
Saturday, February, 18 from 12:30 to 5:30!
Sign-u- p will begin at Lowry Front Desk next
week, and the cost will be around $5.00 to
cover, transportation and kBear Creek's
entry fee. Watch for more details-th- is is
your big chance to GET AWAY! ; -
Belgrade... "
'
continued from page 4 ,
course that the whole world is under their
sovereign.) - . .
Even though the diplomatic" mission in
Belgrade . cannot . reach a semantic
conclusion, and even though the Peace "
Conference ends to be the where the USA
and the USSR will fight each other, generally
the whole attempt is a step of progress.
Millions of people turn their thoughts to this
conference in Belgrade with the hope that
contemporary man will see his colleague
with understanding and dignity, r .
, ,i ' ": ti
:
.,-;- ;
;." final : Week'S ; ' '(
HENRY . SAUY "
WINKLER FIELD
'
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'
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Tinding the one you love... is finding yourself.
A TURM AN-FOST- ER COMPANY PRODUCTION
"HEROES" .
'
Co-starri- ng HARRISON FORD V - :
and LAWRENCE TURMAN IPG mumtLvan aggsrao)
, A UNIVERSAL PICTURE I ' uis
TECHNICOLOR --- i. TiW!
: UJOOTTER
-
'
"
.
: TKCftTEJl ' - "
; "
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r NIGHTLY AT 7:C0 A 9:CT
.1
jumper to put Wooster ahead 3-- 0.
Less than five minutes into the game Val
Walton picked up three fouls and was taken
out of the game. She had already made two
field goals, one a turn around jumper.
Capital was to hear more from Val in the
second half. " ;
' ' Coach Nan Nichols showed her
confidence in co-capta- in Cindy Barr by
putting her in the game with 12:08 left on the
first half clock, even though Wooster was
only leading by one point. (13-12- ). Because
of a knee injury Cindy only played a few
minutes. After the game the coach said,
'
"Cindy's injury is too new to push. I hope,'
she will be ready for the Akron game.'
In spite of a parfically dislocated shoulder
she received early in the first quarter, Laura
Page made a couple field goals and made her
presence known under both baskets. With
Scot Basketball Team Holds Second Place
. WOOTER, OHIO biactive since last
Tuesday after weather forced the
postponment of two Ohio Conference --
games, . The College of Wooster basketball
team resumes Northern Division play
Wednesday. . - ? v:i V;' ' ' -
The Scots, who hold second place in the
OAC North with a 4-- 1 league record"
(Wooster is 12-- 3 overall), host ' Ohio
Northern at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday before
visiting last-plac- e Kenyon Saturday, v -
Games with North Division ..leader ;
Baldwin-Wallac-e and Heidelberg, slated for .
last Thursday and Saturday respectively,
have been rescheduled in February.
Wooster will play at Heidelberg Feb.6 and
then host B--W Feb. 13.
Although the recent idleness may not do ,
much for momentum in the OAC playoff
race, the Scots, ranked 11th nationally in
the latest Division III poll, used the layoff for
recuperation purposes as guard Sam Dixon
and forwards Kelvin Kostohryz and George
Zambie nursed injuries.
- Kostohryz (arm injury) and Zambie
(broken nose) were hurt during practice last
week but played in Wooster's 78-7- 0 win over
Oberlin the next night. Dixon, who sprained
an ankle during a loss to Mount Union Jan.
18, missed the Oberlin game but should be
ready Wednesday,
YO UR ATTENTION PLEAS E I
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT
;Vff'A'.-v.r'."i;A.-?l'.l:- 1
CO M MERC I A L.
BAN KINO & TRU ST COM PANY
v WIJH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN IVIINDI,
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
WE'RE NOW...
,
THE
GENTRALTRUST
' -.-.,-
,-..
.-
-
COIVl HAIN Y OF WAYNE COUNTY
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL TRUST, of Wayne
County downtown "Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner. .
Our state-wid- e Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to You, on campusl
DAY and 141 North Walnut St.. . andv" riaualanrl PH -
NIGHT BANK at Portage
1:58 on the clock Kim Fischer sank a longjumper for fier fifth field goal in five attempts.
The half ended with Wooster ahead 29 21.
even players saw action in the first half.
- In the post-gam- e interview coach Nichols
stated, "At half-tim- e I felt confident that our
point spread would open up in the second '
- half. I. told the players to keep working. I
knew they wouldn't quit." Her words were
-- prophetic.;
r
1
,m.
News Service
ABORTION TAKES HUMAN UFE
Wayne County Right to Life Bex 835
Wooster, Ohio 44691 , . . 264-528- 9
call
"
EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid J - j
"
1 --4 1 9-52- 6-1 372
FREE Pregnancy Hotline ' 1-800-3- 44-7211
Pifco'o Pec!:
Camera Shop
IN THZ RAM ADA INN
When you get dug out, come on down.
Lot's of new goodies!
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue '
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni. Sausage,
;T. , ' Mushrooms. Anchovies, Peppers. Onions .
'Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
telco:.ie to yoo3teim
Come See Us:
J; Weekdays--5 p.m. --1a.m.
Frt Sat-5p.m.-2a.- m.
Sj Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2. Closed Tues.
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Tepjrsr-Rodes- . To Voetfooy, GfeeoViy Wca II f;s Home
" v ; "by Joseph T. Williams -
T Tuesday the women's varsity basketball
- team took a chartered bus to Columbus to
: play Capital University. The trip down took
a little less than two hours. The trip back
took a little over five hours. , -
'The long trip back is not a reflection on
the team's lack of enthusiasm for returning
to the College. They had just clobbered
Capital 62-3- 3. Two and one half hours of the
return trip was spent at a truck stop forty
miles outside of Wooster, waiting for a bus.
;- - Both teams began the game with man-to- - 2
man defenses. Nine second after the tip-of- f
Ann Cleary sank a free throw for the first
point of the game. A minute later Ann came
down the court and hit a medium range
Jo Heywood, .Trish Wilkinson, K.C.
Clark, Rose Mickley, and Jean Cambefl
continued to pile on the points in the last
part of the second half as Woostr out-score- d
Capital 33-1- 2 in the second half.'
Although Walton only played a total of
18:29 she led the team in scoring with 15
points. She was 6--8 from the field. Clark and
Buda each scored six points. Walton and
Page each pulled down eleven rebounds.
1 1
The Wooster Women's Basketball Team groots thoir opponents. Thoy defeated Capital
University 62-3- 3.
Ut th Mm of Wisdom Spook
Marshall McLuhan, when asked recently in Toronto to speak on abortion, said that 20th century
man lusts after the right to kiH...Buchenwald and Dachau were just a taste. We're on the verge, on
the very verge, of another binge of human slaughter.''
- .
- N.Y. Times, Sept. 76
ABORTION FACTS
''.
r-
-' '
- International
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Zip on down and operf up a Mvirvgt
account today. Wc have the way to make
sure youU have money at the end of the
quarter. Remember free (no tervice charge)
traveler's checks if you show your college
ID.
.
-
. First ftf?) Federal
SavingB & Loan Attociatiom
of Wooster
1812 Cleveland Road
2647812
EMBELLISHED STANDARD
CHORD PROGRESSIONS
FOR ADVANCED GUITARISTS
$10.00 byPhiRio
I5M Hanriline Chergel
' Send Check or Money Qfdf r to;
KWWm A mm o
1
: ? ; i
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V. V David Johns
...
.. uwk iucuj mamr i inougni
they had a game tonight."
r: J . i o t. it i :fcivjii i. yuu ileal ' ll was ixunisusu
because of the weather." '. ; -
',. ;.The above conversation may have been
heard several times, during the last' two
.
weeks, as the bad weather continued to
paralyze all five winter varsity sports.
Athletes and coaches used the free time to ;
catchup on the rest, but the cancellations
must have been psychologically draining. It
is not easy to stay in shape without
; competition, and momentum is lost.
Trie season should be well underway for
all five sports, but the rewritten schedules
tell another story. Afl teams have had to
.
- reshuffle their schedules because of last
week's icy weather. Some contests were
completely cancelled and others were .
' rescheduled for future dates;
" The basketball "team had plenty of
momentum (12-- 3 overall, 4--1 in OAC)
Wednesday's 81 76 win ovr - Ohio
iNortnem ended a one-wee- k period of non-- .
competition and, hopefully, the Scots will be
- able to rebuild momentum.
i netr nrsi cancellation came at a crucial
time. Wooster lost in overtime to Mt. Union
'
. .t lil .on oan.. 10, ana mey were preparing to play
Baldwin-VyaHac- e in a life-deat- h game. But
the snow and ice ruined those plans
temporarily, and the game was rescheduled
for Feb. 13. : '
- After - the streets cleared, wooster
travelled to Oberlin, where they beat the
.. . .J TO 1 I .11 CUIIK1I, ZO-- U, OIHJ UJfBU II Kill UIVl&KJIl
- wr.i --lnlAw no u u
front hit anH mit tHm ruit rf asu-- i 4 -
week. That game was rescheduled for Feb.
vr.
.-
-
Coach Al Van Wie sees the cold spell as
an uncontrollable factor. "You have to think .
- about controllable things like dribbling and
passing, but you can't worry about the
weather," commented the Dutchman. ;
The wrestling team's schedule was jolted
" badly by the weather. They have only
competed in four matches (2-2-) this year
and need competition desperately to keep in
shape. --
.
Since' rheir last match on Jan. 14, the
Scots have been iced out of one tournament
.
.f lL 1 aana inree maicnes. l ney rescheduled a lost ,
match against Ohio Wesley an, but the :
contest was cancelled again because of
; snow. ': -- '. - -
' The cancellations were especially painful I
to the wrestlers because their season is
already short (one and a half months). The
( Scots have a young, growing team and
wrestling matches are essential to gage
- nrnorpu -
"You have to stay in top shape and hold
it," said Coach Gary FowIer."We've been
trying to hold a peak for two weeks and,
it's not easv ." . .
Another major victim of the weather was
the women's basketball team. Three of
their games had to be rescheduled, and
L. f aI ' t . t it rwiuik uui weeK, iney naa piayea only one
game, against Malone.
The Scotties played Capital last Tuesday,
making up for a cancellation on Jan. 16. The
. Ohio Northern game was reset for Feb-
-
7
and the Cedarville contest was rescheduled
for Feb. 15. J
It s more mentally taxing than anything
else," said Coach Nan Nichols about the
rescheduling. "You have to get officials
again and arrange transportation again,"
she added. -
f Mixed Blessing
The weather may have been a mixed
blessing of sorts for the swim team. Three
important meets were cancelled, but the flu-ridri- en
team had the chance to rest and heal
during the two-wee- k lull
'-
"- After postponing the Oberlin meet on
Jan. 10, the make-u- p meet was also called
off. The latest blizzard moved in as they
were - preparing for. a big meet with
powerhouse KenyorL . "Then . . the - Ohio
Wesleyan
.
meet was snowed out and
rescheduled for last Wednesday.: -'-- ".
of the weather, but that uncontrollable
factor caused cancellations, which allowed
the swimmers to recuperate. "They're
perking up," said Coach Bryan Bateman.
last Tuesday. . v ; .. "
The. swimmers should be in good
condition tomorrow , when ."the face
Wittenberg. According to Bateman, the
Scots did well in time trials last week and
seem ready to compete again. .
If anyone has the right to complain about
Pa ODD Ds
by Dave Koppenhaver
Richard Stiller spent years gathering the
material for his modern-da- y classic. Pain:
Why It Hurts, Where It Hurts, When It
Hurts. If he had come to Douglass, he might
.
have saved himself some pains. ; ; - "
" In the past three years the- - "wimp"
dormitory has become the capital of contact
sports invention. It all started with attic
soccer three years ago, a sport which met a
premature death because of graduation and
radiator-induce- d injuries. ' :- -
-
- The followin; y:t creative genius was set
into full motion i.-r- " .i games came into vogue
1
after a rrKxjes? Vt rt. Bill Grease and Dean
- Stalker were pi&suig a football in the halls
when an errant pass (of the ball) shattered
an overhead light cover. Contact sports
were Vrn. ; .' ' . . ' ; - .
Shortly thereafter, spurred on by the
violent light shattering, Grease bet Stalker ,
he couldn't rub his face in the carpet in five
minutes or less. After Stalker had
thoroughly hamburgerized his ownvisage,
Grease explained that ; Statlked was :
supposed to wipe his7 Grease's face in the
carpet. The result? ;x - : ':- - v:.;
"I had a brush burn on my face for a '
month," Grease moaned. --"And what's
worse, I lost a sub, too. But don't print that." .
fiiM I IV AT 7:CJ r 9:C0
"go fry
wver nail ine ream Oecame SICK Decause - the weather, it's the indoor trarkmpn TW
.open meets were cancelled, and today's
meet against Marietta and Ohio Wesleyan
will be their first this year. - ,."
,; -- : Another .frustration
.
was the
'
lack of
adequate facilities to work out. Most of the'
trackmen were driven inside by the
:. weather. 'The distance men ran outside,
where they had to tread cautiously on the
icy streets! Sprinters, hurdlers, and pole- -
--vaulters had to limit their work-out- s to
rnrae
SppD'VG
Timken.' ' ': '--Z-"": V':.;'l:'
; : Most of the other OAC teams ' were; equally hurt by the weather, according to
"
coach Jim Bean. Only four teams in the
.
conference have complete indoor track
facilities.
.
. .
.
-- :. L
1
, .; Fortunately, Wooster was not the only
; college hit : by nasty weather,, and the
: competition has suffered similar setbacks.
When the snow , finally melts and the
blizzards subside, the. winners could be
those who best coped with the snowand ice. -
me
"Okay," said Maltsman. "It's babyish."
.-
- of his style: "You grab with the thumb and
n same is xairiy simple, involving two index finger and wrap with the rest of your
teams of two players with one substitute in
".case. The game is played between a pair of
fire doors and the players try to throw a
professional model ; frisbee , through,, the
opposition's doorway to score. There are no
p other rules. Because of that the game has:
taken on most of the more violent aspects of
; football, 'rugby, hockey, wwrestling, and
' boxing. '. ;-- . '::. ;'
"The game ' is a tremendous , release,
- fTreblelcf Scrola, a virtual professional,
-- commented. It's great, to take your
aggressions out on that frisbee and your
opponent's body. The secret to winning
though is to totally sacrifice your body." ,
Injuries, at least permanent types, have
not been prevalent. The game seems to be
harder on the playing surface ' and the
equipment than anything else. Lights, fire
extinguishers and the frisbee all take a
beating. Maltsman
. showed one game
Frisbee. It looked much like an Irish-wolfhound- 's
chew toy. --' . "
" The. king of them aH is Contact Darts
however.-- " This involves one participant
throwing darts at a board while a player
standing beside the board snatches the dart .1
out of the air.: z; V- - '- -Zl "?
The advantage over Killer Frisbee is thatfnT u'rZZl-Particpatio- n is invited. "Fans can get
riding in the vehicle while being pushed ever-faste- r.
' '-
-'
.--
..,
- "Shopping carts were fun because if you
went too fast the wheels would spin and you
would run into the wall or pop a wheelie,".
Grease chortled. "But inner tubes were ther
best. -
.
.
; . ;
"You climbed inside and they'd roll uou
down the hall. It was the greatest feeling
because you lost all sense of where you
were. But if the inner tube ran into the wall
or someone stepped out of a door well while '
you were getting rolled, you -- found out'
quick." - '. . . ; ; - .
- Contact wall and hall laciosse sodn "
followed. Don-do- n Bordens fathered
contact wall. The game involves placing "
one's head against the wall and then turning
a complete circle. This sport has failed to
catch on because of the emphasis on mental
. effort and lack of violence. :
Hall lacrosse, of 'the same era, shows
more potential for growth because of the . ;i
attractiveness of permanent disfigurement.
So far, however, there are only two regualr
'participants, Barry' Maltsman , and Fay -
Keller. No relation to Helen though Barry
says he often plays as if he were.- - : -- . .' :
This game'requires the participants to
whip a hard rubber ball back and forth in a
hall with lacrosse sticks. If the recipient of "
the pass fails to catch the ball?
.-
- :.. ;
"Well, just look at Barry's face ". Fay '
'
commented. .', ''. - I
v-
--
:
These games are nothing, however,
compared to " their present day
predecessors, Killer Frisbee and Contact
Darts, - r
..
..' ; ;;.
Killer Frisbee evolved during exams last : .
quarter. Maltsman explained why the game
has caught on, "It's violent, competitive and
immature..." : , -- .: - r
"Don't put 'immature' in the article," Slim ;
'Brack warned, "or Tfl write a letter to the
editor."
. .
; .. '. -
-r--
-:;
Brack is a part-tim- e player, who has seen ?
fimited playing time because of his problems --
with the high ball, both on and off the court.- - -
points, too," Brack explained, "if they open
my door while we're throwing. ; ; .
.
Dave Doornis is the self-acknowledg- ed
champion at present He has turned the
sports into a science. .
"He watched Wide World of Dart
Throwing on TV and worked the whole
thing out," Brack revealed. ?
"You sweep down with you right hand as
"the dart passes your left ear," Doornis said
7
in
i
fingers as you follow through toward the
dartboard. It's like milking a cow. And I
. recommend wearing a glove the first week."
; - Dommis has mastered the art after initial
. errors 'and is now looking to bigger and
better things. . ; ; v : "
."I see a big market opening up as a
: spectator sport," he said. "In fact contact
archery may be- - the next great outdoor
, sport, wiping the Christians and lions off
.', the boards... ; ; . IV'':-:-r;- :
"And I truly hope that future generations
will not let our work have been in vain. We'd
like to make these Olympic sports, especially
contact shot put, discus
'
and my favorite,
contact javelin." '
.
'
..
-.-
.-r
'
Already progress seems to be in the
making. Reflector darts, a game in which the
- dart can be thrown anywhere in a crowded
room of spectators, and contact jarts have
been experimented with and possibilities
discussed.
.'' . '.
:
' '.
Brack, in fact, may be the first contact :
skydiver.1 wouldn't do it with a chute," he
stated. There's not enought contact "
. Douglass' sports ; these days.. And the .
participants can tell you' why, where and
when it hurts. ' . . . ..
Ed. Note:- - The names in this story are
fictitious; aH else factual. If-- the Dean of
; Housing wishes " to apprehend the
perpetrators she might ask them to give her
' five. If the subsequent hand-sla-p feels like a
fly-swatt- er and the -- hand. Jooks like
cheese cloth the suspect is a contact
' dartsman. If the suspect's face looks like
chicken delight or he moans in a very high
voice when he moves, he is a killer frisbee
man. -- . . .'.'.;, '. .U '"".'
Standing lft t right, tort of: Kilto Frisb participants Bill Graaw and TrbU Clef Sera la.lying, lft to right, Barry Maltsman. .. .
